Introduction
============

The ability to regulate our emotions is essential for our mental and physical well-being ([@nsw169-B35]; [@nsw169-B36]; [@nsw169-B22]; [@nsw169-B13]). Impairment in self-regulating emotions plays a role in psychological disorders such as anxiety, major depression and several personality disorders ([@nsw169-B18]; [@nsw169-B3]; [@nsw169-B17]; [@nsw169-B38]; [@nsw169-B47]). One well-studied emotion regulation strategy is reappraisal, which refers to the ability to cognitively change the appraisal of an emotional situation by altering its emotional impact ([@nsw169-B37]). Emotion regulation relies on basal cognitive functions such as working memory, attention, self-reflection, semantic memory and language ([@nsw169-B57]; [@nsw169-B79]; [@nsw169-B65]), which are represented in a widespread neural network ([@nsw169-B42]; [@nsw169-B59]; [@nsw169-B16]; [@nsw169-B28]; [@nsw169-B45]; [@nsw169-B54]).

Previous research into emotion regulation has mainly used standard correlation analysis to investigate the association between activation in the cortical control network and the subcortical affective system and converged on a top-down model whereby neural responses to emotional stimuli in the amygdala and ventral striatum are down-regulated by prefrontal regions ([@nsw169-B57]; [@nsw169-B74]; [@nsw169-B41]; [@nsw169-B65]; [@nsw169-B76]; [@nsw169-B59]). For example, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), an increase in activation in the ventrolateral ([@nsw169-B56]), orbitofrontal ([@nsw169-B58]) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) ([@nsw169-B74]) has been found to correlate with decreased amygdala activity during emotion regulation. Only few studies, however, have directly measured changes in effective connectivity during reappraisal. These further yielded inconsistent results regarding patterns of connectivity as well as proposed directions in connectivity changes ([@nsw169-B4]; [@nsw169-B43]; [@nsw169-B62]; [@nsw169-B71]). One possible explanation for these inconsistencies is that connectivity patterns might directly relate to individuals' reappraisal ability (i.e. regulation success), which has not been considered in most studies. Only two studies assessed emotion regulation success using behavioral self-report, but not in conjunction with effective connectivity. Using mediation analysis, one of these studies found that both ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) activity and reappraisal success were mediated by activity in the ventral striatum ([@nsw169-B76]). The second study showed that activity in the left amygdala correlated with self-reported reappraisal success ([@nsw169-B24]).

We recently used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) to investigate effective connectivity during emotion regulation and demonstrated the importance of left IFG in emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B55]). In particular, bidirectional changes in connectivity strength between the IFG and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) were found to be the neural substrate of a feedback mechanism mediating reappraisal. However, as amygdala activity could not be consistently observed in each participant---which is a prerequisite for regions to be included into the DCM model space ([@nsw169-B31]; [@nsw169-B50])---the amygdala could not be included in the analysis ([@nsw169-B55]). Given that previous studies emphasized the importance of the amygdala, we aimed to expand on our findings by explicitly investigating how patterns of effective connectivity change during reappraisal in a broader network of brain regions involved in emotion regulation (including cortical and subcortical seed regions), and how these changes are linked to individuals' reappraisal success. We hypothesized that the IFG is involved in linking the prefrontal control system to regions that are directly related to basal emotion processing (such as the amygdala) in order to orchestrate emotion regulatory processes. Specifically, this study examined within-subject effective connectivity ([@nsw169-B29]; [@nsw169-B30]) of the IFG and the amygdala and its association with reappraisal success using fMRI and psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis.

However, emotional responses not only involve changes in the brain, but also in autonomic physiology. Previous studies investigating spontaneous reactions to unpleasant pictures reported increased electrodermal activity (EDA) ([@nsw169-B14]). Furthermore, reappraisal processes have been demonstrated to modulate skin conductance responses (SCRs); i.e. EDA was higher when increasing and lower when decreasing compared with maintaining emotional responses thereby indicating a modulation of emotional arousal by reappraisal ([@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B75]; [@nsw169-B54],c). Thus, we also recorded EDA to obtain a physiological control measure, which was expected to mirror self-reports of emotional state after emotion regulation.

Our participants were presented with highly arousing and aversive pictures while using cognitive reappraisal to increase, maintain, or decrease their emotional responses. Based on previous studies showing the involvement of the left amygdala and VLPFC in successful reappraisal ([@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B76]; [@nsw169-B54]), we hypothesized task-dependent inter-regional covariance between the IFG and the amygdala with other brain regions that are crucially involved in emotion regulation. In addition, we were interested in how effective coupling might be dependent on reappraisal success. Since previous results were inconsistent, and no study has used cortical seed regions or included up-regulation of emotion in the experimental design, hypotheses regarding the interaction of effective coupling and regulation skills were rather unspecific. However, there are neuroanatomical studies, which demonstrated interconnections within the prefrontal cortices ([@nsw169-B7], [@nsw169-B8]; [@nsw169-B5], [@nsw169-B6]; [@nsw169-B34]; [@nsw169-B77]) and reciprocal connections between the amygdala and PFC ([@nsw169-B2]; [@nsw169-B32]; [@nsw169-B33]). Prior neuroimaging studies also demonstrated that VLPFC and DLPFC are intrinsically connected during resting state and effectively coupled during emotion regulation (e.g. [@nsw169-B34]; [@nsw169-B55]), and similar results have been obtained for amygdala and frontal regions (e.g. [@nsw169-B4]; [@nsw169-B43]; [@nsw169-B67]). Based on this, we expected that (i) enhanced connectivity within the prefrontal network including lateral (VLPFC, DLPFC) and medial PFC regions (ventromedial and dorsomedial PFC; VMPFC and DMPFC) would correlate with reappraisal success, and (ii) enhanced coupling between the amygdala and PFC would predict reappraisal success.

Material and methods
====================

Subjects
--------

Twenty-three right-handed subjects (mean age = 25.70 years, s.d. = 5.95 years; 12 female) participated in the study. Handedness was assessed with Edinburgh-Handedness Inventory ([@nsw169-B60]), and eligibility was assessed with a general health questionnaire and fMRI safety screening form. Subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision, gave written, informed consent to participate in the study and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the German Psychological Society and carried out in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli
-------

Stimuli consisted of 126 aversive and 42 neutral pictures from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) ([@nsw169-B15]). During the fMRI experiment, images were presented in the centre of the screen with an 800 × 600 pixel display subtending 32° × 24° visual angle on dual display goggles (VisuaStim, MR Research, USA) using the stimulation software Presentation (Version 14.1, Neurobehavioral Systems, USA). Pictures subtended a 24° × 18° visual angle, presented against a black background.

Task
----

The task design was adapted from previous studies ([@nsw169-B44]; [@nsw169-B54]). Four task conditions were implemented ([Figure 1](#nsw169-F1){ref-type="fig"}): two reappraisal conditions ('Increase, Decrease') and two control conditions ('Look-Neutral, Look-Negative'). (i) In the 'Increase' condition, subjects were asked to engage themselves with the depicted situation and to increase their sense of subjective closeness to the displayed events by e.g. imaging a close friend/family member in the situation depicted in the picture ([@nsw169-B58]; [@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B75]). (ii) Conversely, in the 'Decrease' condition subjects were instructed to reduce the intensity of the negative emotion by distancing themselves from the image by becoming a detached observer e.g. through thinking that the depicted situation is not real. (iii) In the 'Look' condition, subjects were asked to view the neutral ('Look-Neutral') or negative ('Look-Negative') stimuli attentively and allow themselves to experience/feel any emotional responses, which these might elicit without trying to manipulate them. Subjects received a training session to practice the emotion reappraisal strategies before scanning. Fig. 1.Task Design. Each trial started with an instruction screen of 2 s, showing a cue indicating the experimental condition: Red arrow pointing upwards indicated Increase, video camera indicated Look and green arrow pointing downwards indicated Decrease. The instruction was followed by the presentation of an IAPS picture for 8 s, during which subjects were asked to either up-regulate (Increase), down-regulate (Decrease) their emotions or not modulate their emotions at all (Look-Neutral, Look-Negative). After this regulation phase, subjects rated their current emotional state on a scale from 1 to 4 within 4 s. Each trial ended with a jittered fixation phase of 4--8 s.

Pictures were presented in an event-related design ([Figure 1](#nsw169-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each trial started with an instruction screen (2 s) showing a symbol indicating one of the experimental conditions (camera symbol: 'Look'; red arrow pointing upwards: 'Increase'; green arrow pointing downwards: 'Decrease'). Subsequently, a picture was presented (8 s), followed by a rating of the current emotional state (4 s) (four-point Likert scale from 1 to 4; less negative to very negative). Subjects indicated their affect by pressing a button on a button fiber optic response pad (Cambridge Research Systems Ltd., England). Finally, a fixation cross presented in the centre of the screen (4--8 s) concluded the trial. One experimental run consisted of 28 trials (7 trials per condition). Each experimental session consisted of six runs (168 trials in total). Experimental conditions were randomized within runs.

Electrodermal activity
----------------------

Previous research demonstrated that EDA is modulated by emotional arousal and emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B75]). We recorded EDA using two cup electrodes with an internal impedance of 15 kΩ (7 mm) filled with isotonic paste and attached to the proximal phalanges of the index and middle fingers on the left hand. EDA was acquired at a sampling rate of 5000 Hz using an MR-compatible amplifier system (BrainAmp GSR-module, Brain Products, Gliching, Germany) and constant voltage electrode excitation. During the analysis, the data was down-sampled offline to 10 Hz. We then decomposed skin-conductance data into continuous tonic and phasic activity ([@nsw169-B10]) and averaged across trials within each condition applying an 8 s time window using Ledalab Version 3.3.1 ([@nsw169-B11]). SCRs were defined as a deflection of at least 0.01 µS occurring 1--8 s after stimulus onset. Only runs including more than 10% SCRs exceeding the above criterion were used for analysis. Values for phasic SCRs were extracted as the difference between a local minimum and the succeeding local maximum within the response window. Due to technical problems at recording, data from seven subjects could not be analyzed, leaving a total of *n* = 16 EDA data sets.

Analysis of self-report data
----------------------------

As the main focus of our study was successful emotion regulation, we calculated reappraisal success scores based on the affect ratings acquired after each trial. Overall reappraisal success was defined as either the mean decrease or mean increase in reported emotion when applying a cognitive reappraisal strategy ('Increase' and 'Decrease') relative to the mean affect ratings of the control condition ('Look-Negative'), the latter representing the 'natural' emotional response to the stimuli. The 'Look-Neutral' condition served mainly as a break in the task design in which no emotions were elicited. Thus, reappraisal success scores for 'Increase' ('Increase' minus 'Look-Negative') and 'Decrease' ('Decrease' minus 'Look-Negative') for each participant were used as a predictor in the PPI analysis.

fMRI data acquisition
---------------------

Whole brain functional and anatomical images were acquired using a 3.0 T Magnetom TrioTim MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil. A high-resolution 3D T1-weighted dataset was acquired for each subject (176 sagittal sections, 1 × 1 × 1 mm³; 256 × 256 data acquisition matrix). Functional images were acquired using a T2\*-weighted, gradient-echo planar imaging pulse sequence recording 37 sections oriented parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure at an in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 × 3mm³ (interslice gap = 0; TE = 30 ms; TR = 2 s; FA = 90°; FoV = 192 × 192 mm^2^; 64 × 64 data acquisition matrix). For each experimental run 285 whole brain volumes were recorded.

fMRI data analysis
------------------

Data were analyzed using a random effects general linear model (GLM) as implemented in BrainVoyager QX 2.3.1 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Pre-processing of fMRI data included 3D-motion-correction, temporal high pass filtering (three cycles/run), linear trend removal, slice scan time correction, spatial smoothing (Gaussian smoothing kernel, 8 mm full width half maximum), and transformation into Talairach space ([@nsw169-B73]).

Data were visualized and statistically thresholded using NeuroElf Version 0.9c (neuroelf.net). We utilized height and cluster size thresholding after establishing family wise error (FWE) thresholds using the alphasim procedure ([@nsw169-B27]) at an initial significance level of *P* \< 0.001 and an FWE cluster level correction of *P* \< 0.05 (implemented in NeuroElf, <http://neuroelf.net>). AlphaSim was computed for each map separately so as to accurately estimate the inherent smoothness of each contrast, rather than to rely on the size of the Gaussian kernel used during pre-processing which can lead to errors in thresholding ([@nsw169-B12]). Extent thresholds for the contrasts of the univariate analysis were thresholded at 95 voxels and PPI maps were thresholded at 91 voxels.

***Univariate analysis.*** Separate regressors in the GLM were specified for the instruction cue, rating, and the conditions during stimulus viewing. The regressors-of-interest were the four task conditions 'Increase, Decrease, Look-Negative and Look-Neutral'. The 'Look-Negative' condition constituted the natural response to all images and was used as a control condition. As described below, emotion regulation contrasts were defined as 'differences' to this control condition.

In line with our a priori hypotheses, we used the left IFG and amygdala as regions of interest (ROIs). The left IFG and the amygdala were chosen as ROIs and seed regions for the PPI analyses on the basis of the following three criteria: (i) Prior evidence of their functional involvement in emotion regulation tasks: Several meta-analyses have implicated both regions in emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B42]; [@nsw169-B21]; [@nsw169-B59]; [@nsw169-B16]; [@nsw169-B28]; [@nsw169-B45]; [@nsw169-B52]). Amygdala activity has been associated with emotion processing, emotional reactivity and the evaluation of emotional stimuli ([@nsw169-B63]; [@nsw169-B78] ; [@nsw169-B69]; [@nsw169-B67]). The VLPFC is known to be implicated in emotion regulation processes such as in the semantic description of emotional states and in response selection/inhibition ([@nsw169-B65]; [@nsw169-B59]; [@nsw169-B67]). Furthermore, recent meta-analyses support the view that the VLPFC/IFG is involved in language and semantic processes during emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B45]; [@nsw169-B52]). In line with these findings, one of our previous studies indicated a key role of the left IFG within the emotion regulation network ([@nsw169-B53]). (i) Prior evidence for an association between reappraisal success and brain activity in those regions: Increased activity in left IFG and the amygdala have been associated with reappraisal success ([@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B53]; [@nsw169-B76]). (ii) Evidence in our own fMRI study for task effects in those regions: Our whole-brain analysis revealed significant task-related effects of emotion regulation in the left IFG, but not within the amygdala. Thus, based on the contrast ('Increase + Decrease \> Look-Negative'), we functionally determined the left IFG, which was subsequently used as seed region (left IFG: −45, 26, 7; 5022 mm^3^), while the amygdala was defined purely anatomically using the Anatomy Toolbox ([@nsw169-B23]) (left amygdala: −18, −4, −16; 1546 mm^3^; right amygdala: 22, −3, −15, 1424 mm^3^). Furthermore, we performed an ROI analysis of the bilateral amygdala to demonstrate reappraisal-related activity (see 'Results' section and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

***PPI analysis.***To compare changes in effective coupling between different brain regions (physiological component) during reappraisal and passive looking (psychological component) we performed an analysis of PPI ([@nsw169-B29]) using NeuroElf.

Our PPI analysis was based on the two ROI regions, the left IFG and the left amygdala (see above). Time-series from the left amygdala and left IFG were extracted as physiological seeds by averaging the neural activity within single-subject ROI masks, and the regulation contrasts ('Increase \> Look-Negative') and ('Decrease \> Look-Negative') were used as psychological context, to create the PPI term. This interaction term was entered into a voxelwise regression, with the covariates of amygdala and IFG raw time-series and all original regressors of the GLM model (Instruction, Rating, 'Increase, Decrease, Look-Negative, Look-Neutral'). The resulting PPI parameter estimates denoted the change in strength of effective coupling between the seed regions and the remainder of the brain during reappraisal relative to 'Look-Negative' trials (see [Supplementary Tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To examine the extent to which individual differences in reappraisal ability predicted this connectivity, reappraisal success scores were entered as a covariate into a voxelwise regression, serving as a predictor of the PPI map.

Results
=======

Behavioral results
------------------

***Emotion induction***. Skin conductance data provided support for the success of the emotion induction ([Figure 2A](#nsw169-F2){ref-type="fig"}). We found a significant main effect of task \[*F*(1,15) = 3.80, *P* \< 0.01\]. *Post-hoc t*-tests indicated that SCRs during 'Increase' were higher compared with 'Decrease' \[*t*(15) = 2.62, *P* \< 0.05\] and 'Look-Neutral' \[*t*(15) = 2.78, *P* \< 0.05\]. The SCR amplitudes were significantly higher during the 'Look-Negative' compared with the 'Look-Neutral' condition \[*t*(15) = 2.35, *P* \< 0.05\]. Fig. 2.(A) SCRs during scanning. Mean changes in EDA (μS) as a function of task conditions. **(B)** Emotional state ratings as a function of task conditions. After each emotion regulation phase subjects rated their current emotional state on a scale from 1 (not negative) to 4 (very negative). Error bars represent standard errors.

***Emotion regulation.*** A significant main effect of task was found \[*F*(1,22) = 50.92, *P* \< 0.001\] ([Figure 2B](#nsw169-F2){ref-type="fig"}). *Post-hoc t*-tests revealed significantly more negative emotional state ratings for 'Increase' compared with 'Decrease \[*t*(22) = 9.25, *P* \< 0.001\], as well as for 'Increase' compared with '*Look-*Negative' \[*t*(22) = 6.13, *P* \< 0.001\] and 'Look-Neutral' \[*t*(22) = 16.24, *P* \< 0.001'. 'Look-Negative' also resulted in more negative emotional state ratings compared with 'Decrease' \[*t*(22) = 3.98, *P* \< 0.01\] and compared with 'Look-Neutral' \[*t*(22) = 12.20, *P* \< 0.001\]. 'Decrease' was associated with higher emotional state ratings as 'Look-Neutral' \[*t*(22) = 9.88, *P* \< 0.001\]. These results confirm that emotion regulation was successful.

fMRI data
---------

***General effects of reappraisal.*** First, we tested for reappraisal effects independent of reappraisal goals by contrasting \['Increase + Decrease \> Look-Negative'\] ([Figure 3](#nsw169-F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#nsw169-T1){ref-type="table"}). Reappraisal was associated with increased responses in prefrontal regions including superior frontal (SFG), medial frontal (medFG), middle frontal (MFG) and IFG as well as superior temporal gyrus (STG). Fig. 3.Reappraisal-related activation. Reappraisal (Increase + Decrease) *vs* Look-Negative (*P* \< 0.05 FEW corrected). Orange-yellow indicates stronger activity for Increase and Decrease. Blue-green indicates enhanced activity for Look-Negative.Table 1.Effects of reappraisalCoordinatesRegionBASidexyzVoxels*t*-value**'Increase+Decrease\>Look Negative'**  Superior Frontal Gyrus\*6LH−1511701974.11  SFG6LH−151170LM4.11  medFG6LH−9261LM2.96 STG39LH−45−52282343.96 MFG6LH−39−1641623.93 IFG13LH−452671863.75  IFG13LH−45267LM3.75**'Look Negative \> Increase + Decrease'** medFG10LH−66516113066.10  Insula13LH−45−137LM5.95  Post-central gyrus2LH−57−2231LM5.61  Transverse temporal gyrus41LH−42−3113LM5.29  SFG9RH423525LM5.27  Posterior cingulate30RH12−6110LM5.25  MFG8RH241140LM5.25  Post-central gyrus40LH−63−1919LM5.23  Insula13LH−27−2816LM5.19  Insula13RH33−2219LM5.06  Precuneus7RH24−6134LM4.98  Post-central gyrus2RH51−2840LM4.96   medFG8RH182943LM4.95  Pre-central gyrus6RH48−1022LM4.84  Inferior parietal lobule40RH36−3446LM4.79  Inferior parietal lobule40RH54−2822LM4.51  MFG6RH271461LM4.32  Lingual gyrus19LH−15−614LM4.29  Lentiform nucleusRH33−134LM4.29   medFG6RH15−1349LM4.15  Paracentral lobule5RH12−3746LM4.15  SFG10RH275316LM4.09  Cingulate gyrus31RH3−3731LM4.08  Paracentral lobule4RH9−3758LM3.83  SFG10RH96813LM3.82  Post-central gyrus2LH−24−3467LM3.80  Cingulate gyrus24LH0−431LM3.73  Inferior temporal gyrus20RH54−46−11LM3.68  CaudateLH−68−2LM3.55  Superior parietal lobule7LH−27−5243LM3.53  Precuneus31LH−24−6722LM3.50  Lentiform nucleusRH24−1−2LM3.46  Post-central gyrus3RH30−3161LM3.37  Inferior parietal lobule40LH−42−3740LM3.36  Post-central gyrus43RH66−1316LM3.31  medFG9RH154119LM3.29  Parahippocampal gyrus28RH27−22−5LM3.28  Sub−gyral40LH−21−3455LM3.26  Fusiform gyrus37LH−51−43−17LM3.22  Cingulate gyrus24RH9−1340LM3.21  Pre-central gyrus9RH451734LM3.21  Insula13LH−39−1−8LM3.20  Fusiform gyrus37LH−39−58−8LM3.16  Middle temporal gyrus19RH33−6110LM3.16  CaudateRH15237LM3.06  Middle temporal gyrus21RH66−7−2LM3.01  CaudateRH911−2LM3.00   STG22LH−66−191LM2.96  Cingulate gyrus31LH−15−2534LM2.91   medFG6LH−9−1646LM2.89   medFG9RH65025LM2.87  Cingulate gyrus24LH−12−746LM2.61  Cuneus18LH−18−7922LM2.60   medFG10LH−94713LM2.47  Precuneus7RH6−5837LM2.46  Middle occipital gyrus19RH30−7913LM2.32  ThalamusRH15−224LM2.28 Inferior occipital gyrus18LH−33−97−113795.57 Parahippocampal gyrus36LH−33−28−171314.22[^1]

The contrast 'Decrease' compared with 'Look-Negative' revealed increased activity in left IFG, SFG, and STG ([Table 2](#nsw169-T2){ref-type="table"}). The contrast between 'Increase' and 'Look-Negative' revealed enhanced responses in left MFG, SFG, IFG, STG and pre-central gyrus ([Table 3](#nsw169-T3){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Effects of down-regulation of emotionCoordinatesRegionBASidexyzVoxels*t*-value**'Decrease\>Look Negative'** IFG45LH−4523101643.94  IFG45LH−45381LM2.71 SFG6LH−1211671453.79  SFG6LH−9−173LM2.65  STG22LH−51−55191613.61**'Look Negative \>Decrease'**  medFG10LH−66516127167.35  Inferior occipital gyrus18LH−33−97−11LM6.13  Insula13RH33−2519LM6.03  Pre-central gyrus6RH48−1025LM5.82  post-central gyrus40LH−63−2219LM5.70  Inferior parietal lobule40RH57−2822LM5.48  CaudateLH−92013LM5.46  Post-central gyrus2LH−57−2231LM5.23  Insula13LH−30−3116LM5.19  Post-central gyrus2RH36−2531LM5.11  Insula41LH−45−2516LM4.86  Post-central gyrus2LH−24−3767LM4.71  Cuneus23RH15−7010LM4.57  Posterior cingulate30LH−12−6113LM4.56  Cingulate gyrus31LH−21−4037LM4.51  CaudateLH−3117LM4.50  Cingulate gyrus32RH182031LM4.47  CaudateRH36−34−5LM4.40  Cingulate gyrus24RH18828LM4.29  Posterior cingulated30LH−21−5210LM4.29   medFG6LH−12−749LM4.19  Posterior cingulate30RH30−6110LM4.16  CaudateRH15267LM4.15  Parahippocampal gyrus27RH9−374LM4.12  Precuneus7RH24−6134LM4.09  MFG8RH242043LM4.07  Insula13LH−45−710LM4.05  Paracentral lobule5LH−6−3749LM4.02  Cingulate gyrus31LH−15−2537LM4.01  Inferior parietal lobule40RH36−3446LM3.97  SFG9RH393525LM3.97   medFG6RH12−1349LM3.89  Post-central gyrus2RH51−2540LM3.88  Parahippocampal gyrus36LH−36−28−17LM3.88  Post-central gyrus5RH27−4064LM3.88  Cingulate gyrus31RH15−2237LM3.88  Parahippocampal gyrus35LH−24−25−23LM3.84  Insula13LH−39−1−8LM3.81  Cingulate gyrus31LH0−4334LM3.79  Post-central gyrus3LH−9−3464LM3.74  Paracentral lobule4RH9−3758LM3.72  Anterior cingulate32LH−3471LM3.71  Precuneus7RH9−3443LM3.71  Post-central gyrus7RH6−5267LM3.66  Pre-central gyrus4RH18−2864LM3.66  Parahippocampal gyrus30RH21−4910LM3.66  medFG10RH154713LM3.55  Cuneus18RH15−100−2LM3.51  Inferior Parietal Lobule40LH−45−3437LM3.48  Precuneus19LH−30−6731LM3.46  Cingulate Gyrus32RH24843LM3.46  Cingulate Gyrus31RH27−4925LM3.43  Middle Occipital Gyrus18LH−27−791LM3.41  CaudateRH33−4310LM3.39  Posterior cingulate29RH3−5213LM3.38  Lentiform nucleusRH21−1−2LM3.37  Pre-central gyrus6LH−57−110LM3.23  Middle occipital gyrus18RH33−941LM3.17  Lingual gyrus17RH12−97−14LM3.13  Cingulate gyrus24LH0−431LM3.06  Cingulate gyrus24LH−15531LM2.95  CaudateLH−24−1025LM2.91  Cuneus18RH3−8519LM2.83  Inferior occipital gyrus17RH27−100−11LM2.69  medFG9RH64728LM2.69  Fusiform gyrus19RH27−61−8LM2.65  MFG6RH271461LM2.62  Precuneus7LH−6−6464LM2.60  MFG10RH485013LM2.57  Precuneus7RH27−5849LM2.54  Parahippocampal gyrus28RH15−10−11LM2.53  Parahippocampal gyrus19RH24−52−5LM2.49  fusiform gyrus19LH−24−64−8LM2.46  Precuneus7RH12−6746LM2.44  Cuneus18LH−21−7922LM2.27[^2]Table 3.Effect of up-regulation of emotionCoordinatesRegionBASidexyzVoxels*t*-value**'Increase\>Look Negative'**  STG13LH−42−46252344.66 MFG6LH−36−1613514.15 SFG6LH−61173LM3.74 SFG6LH−6−464LM3.09 IFG45LH−473741753.41 IFG45LH−492211LM2.85 IFG44LH−47414LM2.46 Insula13LH−35014LM2.36**'Look Negative\>Increase'** Post-central gyrus1RH66−162861747.02 medFG8RH152943LM5.98 Cingulate gyrus32RH24840LM5.01 Precuneus19RH30−6140LM4.94 Post-central gyrus3RH33−3446LM4.61 MFG6RH241161LM4.59 Lentiform nucleusRH33−134LM4.48 Posterior cingulate30RH12−6110LM4.48 Post-central gyrus2RH51−2540LM4.36 MFG46RH423522LM4.24 Pre-central gyrus9RH451734LM4.23 Insula13RH30−2219LM4.02 Lingual gyrus19LH−15−58−2LM4.01 Insula13RH39−2813LM3.96 Cingulate gyrus31RH3−3731LM3.83 Inferior temporal gyrus20RH51−49−11LM3.78 Paracentral lobule5RH9−3746LM3.61 Cingulate gyrus24RH3−131LM3.56 Lingual gyrus19RH15−46−2LM3.52  STG41RH54−1910LM3.50 Parahippocampal gyrus36RH33−28−23LM3.43 Paracentral lobule5LH0−4361LM3.36 Post-central gyrus3RH33−3161LM3.15 Inferior parietal lobule40RH57−4649LM2.79 medFG6LH−6−1949LM2.73 Middle occipital gyrus37RH39−614LM2.26  STG22LH−48−13712535.26 Post-central gyrus2LH−60−2234LM4.70 Post-central gyrus40LH−63−1919LM4.43  STG41LH−42−3413LM4.20 Insula13LH−33−1919LM3.85 Inferior parietal lobule40LH−48−2846LM3.59  STG22LH−66−191LM3.33 Superior parietal lobule7LH−27−5546LM3.32 IFG9LH−63831LM2.84 Post-central gyrus5LH−30−4058LM2.66 Post-central gyrus2LH−24−3467LM2.64 MFG10RH276222LM4.04 MFG10RH276222LM4.04 SFG10RH96813LM3.61 SFG10LH−96516LM3.37 SFG10RH36528LM2.52 medFG9RH65028LM2.48 Parahippocampal gyrus36LH−33−28−173034.02 Fusiform gyrus37LH−42−58−8LM3.61 Fusiform gyrus37LH−48−46−14LM3.08 Middle occipital gyrus19LH−57−67−5LM2.99 Middle temporal gyrus21LH−66−554LM2.77  STG22LH−63−6116LM2.75 Middle occipital gyrus19LH−51−82102503.72 Fusiform gyrus18LH−27−97−17LM3.61 STG38RH4817−201023.31 IFG47RH3620−14LM3.23[^3]

***Univariate ROI analyses.*** Based on our *a priori* hypotheses, we performed ROI analyses on bilateral amygdala by calculating the mean signal change across all voxels within the ROI ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis was conducted to provide evidence of activity related to emotion regulation i.e. either differential activity between 'Increase' and 'Decrease', or between 'Decrease' and 'Look-Negative/Look-Neutral', or 'Increase' and 'Look-Negative/Look-Neutral', supporting the applicability of the following PPI analysis in these regions.

A main task effect was observed in the left amygdala \[*F*(1,22) = 3.08, *P* \< 0.05\], but not within the right amygdala. *Post-hoc* tests revealed that responses in the left amygdala significantly differed between the 'Increase' and 'Decrease' condition \[*t*(22) = 2.72, *P* \< 0.05\]. Thus, the left amygdala was used as seed region in the subsequent PPI analyses.

***Effective connectivity analysis.*** We applied a seed-based connectivity analysis to examine changes in effective connectivity during emotion regulation relative to the 'Look-Negative' condition with respect to reappraisal skills (ability to successfully regulate emotions, as measured by the reappraisal success scores). PPI analyses were performed on two seed regions, left IFG and left amygdala. For this, we determined task-dependent effective interaction based on the contrast 'Increase' or 'Decrease' *vs* control condition ('Increase \> Look-Negative' and 'Decrease \> Look-Negative') using the individual mean reappraisal success scores as predictor of the PPI map, meaning that the better subjects could regulate their emotions, the stronger was the effective coupling between the seed regions and the remainder of the brain. A positive correlation means that the greater the task-dependent change in effective connectivity between these regions and the seed region, the more effectively participants regulated their emotions during the 'Increase' or 'Decrease' condition. Contrarily, a negative correlation means that a greater task-dependent change in effective connectivity between these regions and the seed region was associated with less effective emotion regulation during the 'Increase' or 'Decrease' condition.

*Left IFG seed region.* During the up-regulation of emotion we found a positive correlation between 'Increase' success and the effective coupling of the left IFG (seed region) and left STG, VMPFC and bilateral amygdalae ([Table 4](#nsw169-T4){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 4A](#nsw169-F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates one of these positive correlations, using the success-dependent connectivity between IFG as seed region and the left amygdala). We also observed a negative correlation between 'Increase' success and activity of the left IFG that was coupled with pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC), DMPFC, caudate, right insula, left IPL, right MFG, right STG and right IFG ([Table 4](#nsw169-T4){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 4B](#nsw169-F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the negative correlation between *'*Increase' success and connectivity between left IFG and ACC. Fig. 4.Relationship between reappraisal success scores (Increase Success) and PPI beta estimate of IFG coupling with **(A)** left amygdala and **(B)** left ACC during the upregulation of emotion (Increase \> Look). Relationship between reappraisal success (Decrease Success) scores and PPI beta estimate of IFG coupling with **(C)** left (SFG/DMPFC) and **(D)** left (SFG/VMPFC) during the down-regulation of emotion (Decrease \> Look). The scatter plot is solely for illustrative purposes (e.g. to show the absence of outliers), and is not used for statistical inference.Table 4.Task-related PPI analysis with success scores as covariate for left IFG seed regionCoordinatesRegionBASidexyzVoxels*t*-value'Decrease \> Look Negative with Decrease success as covariate' Middle temporal gyrus21RH39−4−231730.70  Middle temporal gyrus21RH39−4−23LM0.70  STG22RH51−16−8LM0.61  STG38RH425−11LM0.59  STG38RH5714−11LM0.54 SFG/DMPFC10LH−2744161480.63  SFG10LH−274416LM0.63  medFG10LH−95010LM0.61 IFG/VMPFC11RH1835−17155−0.69  IFG 11RH1835−17LM−0.69IFG47RH2123−17LM−0.62SFG11LH−1244−14100−0.62Orbital Gyrus47LH−1520−2395−0.59  Orbital gyrus47LH−1520−23LM−0.59  Subcallosal gyrus25LH−38−14LM−0.56 Lentiform nucleus/putamenLH−215161710.68  Lentiform nucleus/putamenLH−21516LM0.68  MFG8LH−302037LM0.65  MFG/DLPFC9LH−421437LM0.55  Pre-central Gyrus/DLPFC9LH−33534LM0.52'Increase\>Look Negative with Increase success as covariate' Uncus20LH−24−7−411840.66   STG38LH−308−20LM0.59  Parahippocampal gyrus (amygdala)LH−24−7−17LM0.52 Parahippocampal gyrus (amygdala)34RH275−141380.62  IFG/VMPFC47RH2617−11LM0.57 Anterior cingulate32LH−1238101146−0.83  Cingulate gyrus24LH−91425LM−0.72  Cingulate gyrus24LH−6525LM−0.67  medFG/DMPFC10RH155313LM−0.70  medFG/DMPFC10LH05616LM−0.54  Anterior cingulate/DMPFC32RH123516LM−0.62  Cingulate gyrus/DMPFC32RH92034LM−0.54  CaudateLH−6237LM−0.70  Insula13RH332910LM−0.52  CaudateLH−1284LM−0.52 Fusiform gyrus18LH−24−100−14151−0.69 Cingulate gyrus24LH−9−737679−0.69  Cingulate gyrus31RH6−3434LM−0.66  Cingulate gyrus31RH9−2240LM−0.62  Cingulate gyrus24RH9−437LM−0.60  Cingulate gyrus31LH−18−4625LM−0.60  Cingulate gyrus31RH24−2240LM−0.59  medFG6RH9−1658LM−0.58  Cingulate gyrus31LH−18−2837LM−0.57  Inferior parietal lobule40LH−30−3737LM−0.56  Precuneus31RH9−4634LM−0.54  Paracentral lobule6LH−6−2552LM−0.53  Paracentral lobule5RH21−3449LM−0.50 MFG47RH5141−8119−0.67   STG38RH5420−14LM−0.67  IFG46RH514113LM−0.59 Cuneus19RH30−8828239−0.65  Cuneus19RH12−9125LM−0.59 Pre-central gyrus6RH57237177−0.65  Middle temporal gyrus21RH66−4−5LM−0.62   STG42RH69−107LM−0.58  IFG44RH57816LM−0.56   STG22RH6024LM−0.53   STG22RH48−10−2LM−0.54[^4]

The results further indicated significant positive effective coupling between the left IFG (seed region) and DLPFC, DMPFC, right MTG and STG during down-regulation of emotion depending on reappraisal success ([Table 4](#nsw169-T4){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 4C](#nsw169-F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the positive correlation between effective connectivity beta estimates for the left IFG and SFG and 'Decrease' success. In contrast, a negative correlation between effective connectivity and 'Decrease' success was found between left IFG (seed region) and right IFG, left SFG/VMPFC and left orbital gyrus ([Table 4](#nsw169-T4){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 4D](#nsw169-F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the negative correlation between effective connectivity beta estimates for the left IFG (and left SFG/VMPFC) and 'Decrease' success.

*Left amygdala seed region.* The PPI analysis based on the left amygdala as seed region demonstrated a positive correlation between 'Increase' success and the coupling with a number of regions such as left IFG, left MFG, left SFG, subgenual ACC (sgACC), left STG, left insula, left IPL, left MTG and left parahippocampal gyrus ([Table 5](#nsw169-T5){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 5A](#nsw169-F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the positive correlation between successful up-regulation of emotion and effective coupling of the left amygdala (seed region) with left IFG. Effective connectivity between the left amygdala (seed region) and the right SFG/OFC was negatively correlated with 'Increase' success, illustrated in [Figure 5B](#nsw169-F5){ref-type="fig"} and reported in [Table 5](#nsw169-T5){ref-type="table"}. Fig. 5.Relationship between reappraisal success scores (Increase Success) and PPI beta estimate of left amygdala coupling with **(A)** left IFG and **(B)** right SFG (SFG/OFC) during the up-regulation of emotion (Increase \> Look). The scatter plot is solely for illustrative purposes (e.g. to show the absence of outliers), and is not used for statistical inference.Table 5.Task-related PPI analysis with success scores as covariate for left amygdala seed regionCoordinatesRegionBASidexyzVoxels*t*-value'Decrease\>Look Negative with Decrease success as covariate' Lingual Gyrus18RH6−88−114470.71  Middle occipital gyrus19RH30−9116LM0.67  Inferior occipital gyrus17RH18−91−5LM0.61  Fusiform gyrus19RH24−82−14LM0.60 Inferior occipital gyrus18LH−30−91−22930.63  Fusiform gyrus19LH−39−76−11LM0.63  Lingual gyrus18LH−18−97−11LM0.62 Fusiform gyrus37RH36−43−11990.63  Parahippocampal gyrus36RH36−34−14LM0.56 Precuneus7RH30−465298−0.60  Precuneus7RH15−6149LM−0.54'Increase\>Look Negative with Increase success as covariate' IFG/VLPFC47LH−3317−1115420.71  STG22LH−45−10−5LM0.67  Insula13LH−39−2516LM0.64  IFG47LH−3032−2LM0.64  Inferior parietal lobule40LH−48−3122LM0.63  Pre-central gyrus4LH−51−1025LM0.62  Middle temporal gyrus19LH−39−6113LM0.62  Insula13LH−332613LM0.60  Post-central gyrus2LH−36−2528LM0.60  Inferior temporal gyrus21LH−60−13−17LM0.59  Post-central gyrus43LH−63−1016LM0.55  CaudateLH−30−374LM0.55  Parahippocampal gyrus36LH−24−37−8LM0.52  Lentiform nucleusLH−27210LM0.51  STG22LH−57−4313LM0.50  STG39LH−39−5831LM0.45 MFG/DLPFC9LH−4211344980.71  MFG6LH−24843LM0.65  medFG8RH123840LM0.64  SFG8LH−94143LM0.63  medFG8LH−122646LM0.60  medFG6LH−152937LM0.60  Anterior cingulate32RH123825LM0.58  Anterior cingulate32LH−33819LM0.52 Middle temporal gyrus21RH63−40−1412550.67  Lentiform nucleusRH33−161LM0.65  Middle temporal gyrus21RH60−22−8LM0.63  Insula13RH45−1622LM0.61  Middle temporal gyrus21RH57−401LM0.61  ThalamusRH21−341LM0.59  Midbrainred nucleusLH0−16−2LM0.57  STG22RH48−11LM0.57  STGRH66−251LM0.57  STG22RH66−4010LM0.56  Middle temporal gyrus37RH42−584LM0.56  Transverse temporal gyrusRH57−1310LM0.55  Midbrainred nucleusLH0−25−8LM0.55  STG22RH48−22−11LM0.54  Post-central gyrus2RH60−2234LM0.54  STG42RH66−2516LM0.51  STG39RH45−5219LM0.51 Anterior cingulate24RH33571330.66  medFG/DMPFC10LH−12507LM0.63  MFG/DMPFC10LH−24504LM0.58 Post-central gyrus3LH−18−37701650.65  Post-central gyrus1LH−33−3464LM0.62  Post-central gyrus2LH−42−2852LM0.52 Posterior cingulate23RH3−34162440.56  Cingulate gyrus31LH−15−4919LM0.56  Posterior cingulate30LH−6−5213LM0.55 SFG/OFC11RH2753−20117−0.67  SFG/OFC11RH1853−17LM−0.63[^5]

The activity in the left amygdala was positively correlated with activity in the bilateral fusiform gyri, right parahippocampal gyrus and occipital cortex and 'Decrease' success ([Table 5](#nsw169-T5){ref-type="table"}). We also found a negative correlation between 'Decrease' success and the effective coupling between the left amygdala and the right precuneus.

In summary, we found that the down-regulation of emotion was associated with increased effective connectivity in a prefrontal network, including the left VLPFC, DLPFC and DMPFC, depending on reappraisal success ([Figure 6A](#nsw169-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, decreased coupling between left IFG and VMPFC during the down-regulation of emotion was correlated with greater reappraisal success. Up-regulation of emotion was based on increased effective connectivity between the left IFG and VMPFC and correlated positively with reappraisal success ([Figure 6B](#nsw169-F6){ref-type="fig"}). A negative correlation between reappraisal success and connectivity of the left IFG with the DMPFC and pgACC during the up-regulation of emotion was observed. Moreover, increased effective coupling between the IFG with the amygdala correlating positively with reappraisal success was found for the 'Increase' condition. The amygdala was further coactivated with the sgACC, DLPFC and DMPFC and this coupling was predicted by higher reappraisal success when up-regulating emotions. In contrast, there was a negative relationship between reappraisal success during the up-regulation of emotional responses and the coupling between the amygdala with the OFC. These results indicate that emotion regulation was based on amygdala-prefrontal interactions that were tightly linked to the ability to successfully regulate emotions. Fig. 6.Illustration of the results of the PPI-analyses with focus on prefrontal-subcortical interactions. Red arrows indicate a positive correlation between the effective coupling of two regions and reappraisal success, while green arrows indicate a negative correlation between the effective coupling of two regions and reappraisal success. **(A)** Prefrontal network observed during the down-regulation (Decrease) of emotion. **(B)** Amygdalaprefrontal network observed during the up-regulation (Increase) of emotion. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; VMPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; pgACC, pregenual anterior cingulate cortex; sgACC, subgenual anterior cingulate cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex. *t*-values for each connection are reported.

Discussion
==========

Previous studies on reappraisal indicated that VLPFC, in particular the IFG, and the amygdala serve different key functional roles in the reappraisal process ([@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B76]). However, the effective coupling between VLPFC and amygdala with other regions of the brain during reappraisal and their association with reappraisal success is unclear. The present work constitutes the first investigation into this question by explicitly including reappraisal success as a regressor in the connectivity model.

In our reappraisal task, subjects had to either up- or down-regulate their emotions in response to aversive pictures. The effect of emotion regulation was demonstrated on the behavioral, psychophysiological and neural level. First, during emotion regulation subjects rated their emotional state as either increased or decreased according to the reappraisal condition compared with the control condition. Second, SCRs were increased during the up-regulation compared with the down-regulation of emotion ([@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B75]; [@nsw169-B54],c). Third, in accord with previous findings, reappraisal compared with the control condition was associated with enhanced responses in VLPFC, temporal and parietal regions as well as the amygdala ([@nsw169-B74]; [@nsw169-B24]; [@nsw169-B44]; [@nsw169-B16]; [@nsw169-B28]; [@nsw169-B45]; [@nsw169-B55]). We therefore conclude that our paradigm was suited to investigate the effect of emotion regulation on connectivity and its relation to reappraisal success.

Prefrontal network underlying the down-regulation of emotion
------------------------------------------------------------

No study to date has used the IFG as seed region for a connectivity analysis in the context of emotion regulation. This is surprising since the left IFG has been implicated in response selection and inhibition, language, social cognition and inner speech during the emotion regulation process ([@nsw169-B59]; [@nsw169-B45]; [@nsw169-B52]). Here we found that increased effective coupling between the left IFG and dorsal prefrontal regions (DMPFC and DLPFC) was associated with reappraisal success during the down-regulation of emotional responses. In a previous study, we found that emotion regulation was mediated by directional changes of connection strength between the IFG and DLPFC ([@nsw169-B55]). We now demonstrate that the ability to successfully regulate ones emotions was predicted by an enhanced effective connectivity between those two prefrontal regions. This indicates that the suggested feedback mechanism between DLPFC and IFG during emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B55]) might be more prominent in individuals possessing higher reappraisal skills. Within this frontal network, DMPFC appears to play a critical role in emotion regulation as it has repeatedly been shown to be involved in various aspects of reflective emotional processing ([@nsw169-B63]). This region has been suggested to be implicated in the control of emotional behaviors and to relay internal state information to the DLPFC and VLPFC via a feed-forward mechanism ([@nsw169-B65]).

Interestingly, we found a negative correlation between IFG-VMPFC coupling and down-regulation success, while the reverse pattern was found for the up-regulation of emotion. These findings are closely aligned with the view that VMPFC plays a key role in conceptually driven affect ([@nsw169-B68]). Reappraisal as a conceptually-driven form of emotion regulation, i.e. with the goal to generate positive ('Decrease') or negative ('Increase') conceptual frames, has previously been linked to VMPFC activity ([@nsw169-B21]). Previous imaging studies also implicated the VMPFC in the positive and negative valuation of stimuli in a context- and goal-dependent manner ([@nsw169-B39]; [@nsw169-B40]). Our results show that the successful reframing of negative stimuli in a positive direction (i.e. decreasing emotions to feel less negative affect) was related to less effective coupling between IFG and VMPFC. In contrast, the successful reframing of aversive pictures in a negative direction (i.e. increasing emotions to feel more negative affect) was associated with enhanced effective connectivity between IFG and VMPFC. These findings indicate that the up-regulation of emotion might be more cognitively demanding which could lead to the stronger subsequent recruitment of the VMPFC. In the opposite scenario, it might be easier to develop appropriate positive concepts to down-regulate emotions, and this process might therefore be associated with less effective coupling between IFG and VMPFC.

Of note, the observed network is based on the IFG as seed region because this prefrontal region has been directly linked to reappraisal success in previous studies (see 'Materials and methods' section). However, it might be worthwhile to use other prefrontal regions as seed regions if there is an indication that this region is related to successful emotion regulation. In the present study we used a hypothesis-driven analysis approach and only considered brain regions for which clear evidence for a direct link to emotion regulation success was given.

Amygdala-prefrontal network underlying the up-regulation of emotion
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Consistent with previous findings ([@nsw169-B4]) we found that increased connectivity between the left amygdala and OFC was associated with the experience of less negative affect. In addition, we extended previous studies ([@nsw169-B4]; [@nsw169-B43]; [@nsw169-B71]) by showing that several other prefrontal regions (VLPFC, DLPFC, DMPFC and sgACC) demonstrated increased coupling with the amygdala with increasing success in up-regulating emotions.

The reappraisal-modulated coactivation of amygdala and IFG with ACC with respect to regulating negative affect is in line with prior neuroimaging results that implicate the ACC in emotion assessment, emotion related learning, and active, voluntary emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B57]; [@nsw169-B65]; [@nsw169-B76]; [@nsw169-B25]; [@nsw169-B59]; [@nsw169-B72]). We observed a differential connectivity profile for the ACC during the up-regulation of emotion: Increased coupling between sgACC and amygdala predicted increased reappraisal success, while decreased coupling between pgACC and IFG predicted less reappraisal success. The increased coupling between the IFG and pgACC and its negative association with reappraisal success might represent a form of successful emotional conflict resolution ([@nsw169-B9]; [@nsw169-B26]): when participants were unable to up-regulate their negative emotions, this might have led to less emotional conflict and thus less effective coupling between IFG and pgACC. In support, the sgACC has been found to be activated when participants were asked to attend to core affective feelings and rate their feelings ([@nsw169-B49]). Consistent with this view, reappraisal-related sgACC activation has been interpreted to signify self-relevant processing or focus on one's feelings ([@nsw169-B48]; [@nsw169-B75]). This implies that the observed positive association between reappraisal success and increased coupling between the amygdala with sgACC might indicate heightened monitoring of internal emotional states ([@nsw169-B1]).

Our findings suggest that the successful down-regulation of emotions predicted increased coupling of prefrontal regions, while the successful up-regulation of emotional experience was related to increased coupling of amygdala-prefrontal interactions. The discrepancy to previous studies ([@nsw169-B74]; [@nsw169-B4]; [@nsw169-B43]) reporting amygdala-frontal coupling during the down-regulation of emotion might be explained by individual differences in reappraisal success. To test this hypothesis, we performed the same PPI analysis with the left amygdala as seed region 'without' using reappraisal success as covariate. Consistent with the notion that frontal cortex exerts a top-down inhibitory effect on the amygdala ([@nsw169-B56]; [@nsw169-B66]; [@nsw169-B74]; [@nsw169-B41]; [@nsw169-B65]; [@nsw169-B76]), we found that increased activity in bilateral VLPFC was associated with decreased activity in the left amygdala during the down-regulation of negative affect. In contrast, an increase in response in the left VLPFC was associated with an increase in signal change in the amygdala during the up-regulation of emotions (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This supports the idea that individual differences in reappraisal success might affect amygdala-frontal coupling during the down-regulation of emotion.

Furthermore, amygdala-frontal coupling might also be affected by reappraisal training. Recent findings indicate that reappraisal training, i.e. increasing reappraisal success, not only results in reductions in self-reported negative affect over time ([@nsw169-B20]), but also leads to long-lasting effects on the amygdala response ([@nsw169-B19]). In line with these findings, previous studies demonstrated that neurofeedback training leads to an increase in top-down connectivity from the DMPFC onto the amygdala ([@nsw169-B46]) as well as in bottom-up connectivity from the amygdala to the VMPFC ([@nsw169-B61]). These findings indicate that the amygdala-frontal coupling underlying successful emotion regulation can be modulated in a self-organized, endogenous fashion. Furthermore, the coupling within cortico-limbic circuits can also be influenced pharmacologically by targeting the serotonergic system, which has been implicated in a wide range of psychiatric diseases, in particular in anxiety disorders and depression. Serotonin has been linked to several aspects of emotional information processing ([@nsw169-B51]) and thus might be implicated in amygdala-frontal coupling. Indeed, a recent study demonstrated that effective connectivity within the prefrontal-amygdala network can be modulated by (S)-citalopram, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, during emotional face processing ([@nsw169-B70]). Hence, the proposed emotion regulation network could not only be modulated on a behavioral, but also on a neuropharmacological level.

Conclusions
===========

Our findings have several implications, first by providing further evidence for the importance of frontal brain regions to regulate emotions. Furthermore, these findings add to prior neuroimaging studies by showing that up- and down-regulation of emotions are based on different coupling between prefrontal regions and the amygdala. Increased coupling within a prefrontal network was related to success in down-regulation of emotions, and increased coupling between the amygdala and the prefrontal network was related to success in the up-regulation of emotions. They additionally suggest that there is a direct link between effective connectivity underlying emotion regulation and the success in controlling emotions thereby highlighting the role of individual differences. In relation to conceptual models of emotion regulation ([@nsw169-B59]), the findings demonstrate that successful reappraisal might rely on a more direct interaction between a system involved in the control of emotions based on frontal regions and a system implicated in generating emotions involving emotion-related regions such as the amygdala. Finally, given that psychiatric disorders have been found to be associated with affective instability and emotion dysregulation ([@nsw169-B64]), our findings might inform future studies investigating whether specific connectivity deficits could underlie emotion regulation deficits in mental disorders, such as anxiety, mood and personality disorders.
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[^1]: LM, local maxima.

[^2]: LM, local maxima.

[^3]: LM, local maxima.

[^4]: LM, local maxima.

[^5]: LM, local maxima.
